INSTRUCTIONS
1) Print out this pattern.
2) Prepare the pumpkin by carving out a lid and cleaning out the pumpkin.
3) Tape or pin the pattern to the pumpkin.
4) Use a poking tool or nail to poke small, shallow holes through the paper, following the pattern lines.
5) Once the lines have been traced, remove the paper pattern.
6) Following the poked lines, carve out the pattern

Tip: Coat the cut surfaces with petroleum jelly to prolong the life of the pumpkin.

Share pictures of your pumpkins on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and more! Tag @MomsRising and use hashtags like: #MomsVote #Halloween #Voting #Vota #LatinasVotan #RisersWontWait #Risers #GOTV #CantWait2Vote #MeUrgeVotar #BeAVoter #WhenWeAllVote #Nov6 #vote